FAST AND RELIABLE SETUP PROCESS

Upgrade adds automatic emptying function to your SimTap 2.1

Uhlmann packaging lines offer you fast format changeovers per se. Now you can speed up this process even more with a function upgrade for your tablet feeder SimTap 2.1 built in 2004 or earlier.

Most of these SimTap 2.1 systems only have a two-stage mode-selection switch with the function options “format change” and “production”. In order to completely empty the feeder, the operator must switch several times back and forth between the two functions. This person has to remain at the switch during the emptying procedure and cannot carry out other jobs at the same time. This time can be put to more effective use!

OUR SOLUTION
An upgrade to a new, three-stage selection switch adds the function “automatic run-empty”.

The retrofit is straightforward and completed by an Uhlmann specialist in two hours, after which you immediately benefit from the new function. Ideally, you can combine the upgrading of your SimTap 2.1 with a service appointment for your packaging line. Your entire system, including the new upgrade, is optimized this way.

YOUR BENEFITS
• Easy and reliable emptying of the SimTap feeder
• Faster emptying – up to 40% time-saving
• More efficient setup process

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Send us an e-mail with your machine number:
SalesSupportUCS@uhlmann.de

We would be pleased to send you a detailed, individual quote for your production line.